Age-related changes in regional brain volume evaluated by atlas-based method.
The effects of aging on brain volume are generally investigated using voxel-based morphometry (VBM) or the manually traced region-of-interest (ROI) method. We introduce an atlas-based method as a methodological alternative that calculates absolute volume as a non-biased and semi-automatic whole-brain technique. We enrolled 115 healthy females (mean age, 36.7 years) and 130 healthy males (mean age, 37.1 years). Volume data were acquired using a 1.5 tesla magnetic resonance scanner. After spatial normalization, a lobar-based atlas template was applied, and the absolute volumes of the frontal, temporal, parietal, and occipital lobes and the sublobar and limbic areas were calculated bilaterally. The effects of age on regional brain volume were evaluated statistically. The volume of all ROIs declined linearly with increasing age. The bilateral frontal lobes showed the steepest involution. Analysis of variance revealed significant laterality and interaction of gender and age. The atlas-based method introduced in the present study has advantages over the manually traced ROI method in its objectivity, coverage, and time requirement and has an advantage over the VBM method in its computability of absolute volume. The results are largely in agreement with those reported previously, thereby reconfirming the importance of matching gender and age in analyzing brain disorders.